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Abstract 
Chromatic lasses of 2-connected (n, n + 2)-graphs which are horneomorphic to K4 and have 
girth 5 are given in this paper. 
1. Introduction 
Let P(G, 2) (or P(G)) denote the chromatic polynomial of a (simple) graph G 
(see [3]). Two graphs G and H are chromatically equivalent (denoted by G~H)  if 
P(G,2) =P(H,2). A graph G is chromatically unique if G ~- H for any graph H such 
that H ~ G. It is trivial that the relation '~ '  is an equivalence relation on the class 
of graphs. We shall denote by (G) the equivalence class determined by G under '~ ' .  
Thus a graph G is chromatically unique if and only if (G) = {G} (up to isomorphism). 
Let T denote the class of 2-connected (n,n + 2)-graphs with n vertices and n + 2 
edges which are homeomorphic to K4 and have girth 5. It can be shown that if G E T 
and H~G,  then H ET  (see [1]). In this paper, we shall determine all equivalence 
classes in T under '-,~' and characterize the structure of the graphs in each class. 
As a byproduct, we obtain various new families of chromatically equivalent graphs 
and chromatically unique graphs. 
2. Classification of graphs in T 
Let G E T. Then the sum of the degrees of the vertices in G is 2(n+2) and deg(v)/> 2 
for each vertex v in G. Then by exhaustion, it can be checked that G must be one, or 
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Table 1 
Graph a b c d k j 
FI 3 1 ~ ~, 1 ~7 
F2 x 2 z 1 y 2 
F3 1 1 2 1 e a 
a relative (see [4]) of one of the following graphs (1)-(3). 
q~>6>~l,y~>l,~,+ 6>~4, q + 6t>3 
(1) 
z>~y>>.l, x~>l, x+y~>3,  y+z>~4 
(2) 
a>~e>~3 K4(a, b, c, d, k, j )  
(3) (4) 
For convenience, we denote the graphs (1)-(3) above by Fl(f, 7, t/), F2(x,y,z), 
F3(cr,8) respectively. From time to time, we may simply use F1,F2,F3 to denote 
the above-mentioned graphs if no confusion arises from doing so. We also say that 
F/ is a graph of type (i), i=  1,2,3. The graphs FI,F2 and F3 can be represented by 
graphs (4), where the internal path lengths a,b,c,d,k,j are given Table 1. 
3. Some lemmas 
In this section, we give some lemmas. They are useful in proving the main theorems 
in Section 4. 
Lemma 1. (a) If(6,~,rl)¢ Uj~3{(j , j -2, j+ 1), ( j -2 , j+2 , j -  1)} andFl(6,~,rl)~ 
Fl(6t, y',rlt ), then F1(6,7,~/) ~ Ft(6',7',¢). 
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(b) I f  j>~3, then F I ( j , j  - 2, j  + 1) "..FI(j - 2, j  + 2, j  - 1) and F I ( j , j  - 2, j  + 1) 
is not isomorphic to F l ( j  - 2,j +2 , j -  1). 
Proof. We will call the polynomial 
Q(K4(a, b, e, d, k, j),  w) 
= _ (wa+b+J  + W a+k+c ..]_ W b+d+k qt_ wc+d+J .~_ W a+d + W b+c q_ W j+k ) 
+(w -k- 1)(w a + w b -}- w c --}- w d -~- w k "4- w j )  
the essential polynomial of K4(a, b, c, d, k,j). Two K4 homeomorphs with the same order 
are chromatically equivalent if and only if they have the same essential polynomial 
(see [2]). 
I fF l (6 ,7 ,q)~Fl (6 ' ,y ' ,q ' ) ,  then Q(Fl(6,7,) l) ,w)=Q(Fl(6',7',r l ') ,w  (see [2]). Thus 
we may obtain 
_Wq+ 4 _ W6+ 4 _ WY +2 _ W ?+3 + W ~+1 -~ W 6 -.}- W~' -~ W tl 
= __Wr/,+4 __ W 6'+4 __ W ~/+2 __ W~ 't+3 .qt_ WT t+l ..~ W 6' + WT' + Wrl '. (1) 
Comparing the least degrees of two sides of (1), we have 
min{6, 7} = min{6', 7'}. (2) 
Because the highest degree X on the left-hand side of (1) is equal to the highest 
degree Y on the right-hand side of (1) and X may be r/+ 4 or 7 + 3, Y may be r/' + 4 
or 7 '+ 3, there are 4 cases to be considered. 
Case 1: I fX=q+4,  Y= r/'+4, then r/=q'. From (2), we have {6,7,r/} = {7', 6', t/'}. 
From [2, Theorem 3], we have 
F l (6 ,  7 ,q  ) --~ F l (6 t ,  Tt, q ' ) .  
Case 2: If X=7 + 3, Y=7 '+ 3, then 7=7'.  From (1), we have 
_W 6+4 _ W q+4 -4- W ~5 ..~ wtl .~_ -- W6'+4 _ Wq' + 4 + W 6' q_ W )lt. 
Comparing the least degrees of both the sides of the above formula, we have 6 = 6'. 
So r/=q'. Therefore Fl(6,7,t/)~Fl(6',7',t l ') .  
Case 3: I fX=q+4,  Y=7~+3,  then ? '=q+ I. Since 7'>r/ and )1>,6, so 7 '>6 
and min{6', 7'} = min{6, 7} # 7'. Therefore min{6', 7'} = 6' <7'. 
If rain{f,7} =6, then 6=6' .  From (I), we have 
_W q+4 _ W y+2 _ W)'+ 3 ..]_ W 7+1 ..~ W ? + W q 
= __wrl '+4 _ W)"+ 2 __ Wr'+3 ..~ W •'+1 .4_ W r' q_ W rf. 
Comparing the least degrees of both the sides of the above formula, we have 
min{?,q}= min{7',q'}. So {6,7,q}={6',y' ,r l '} (as two multisets). From [2, Theo- 
rem 3], we have Fl(6,y, r l)~Fl(6',7' ,r l '  ). 
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If min{f,V} = y, then 6'= 7, Y'= r/+ 1 and r/ '= 6 -1 .  So the right-hand side of (1) is 
A = - -  W 6+3 - -  W )'+4 - -  W ~+3 - -  W r/+4 -~- w r/+2 -q- W ~ --F w t /+ l  + W ~-1  • 
Since 6' <~r/', we have 7 ~<6- 1 and 7 + 1 = 6 - 1 (otherwise the right-hand side 
of (1) has no term w r+l), i.e., 7 = 6 -  2. If the right-hand side of (1) is replaced by A, 
(1) becomes 
- -  W ~+4 - -  W ~+1 "~ W r/ = - -  W ~+3 - -  W 6+2 - -  W r/+3 "q- W ~/+2 "q- W ~+1 . (3) 
Comparing the highest degrees of both the sides of (3), we have r/= 6 + 1. 
Therefore (1) holds if 3 '=y,  ¢=r /+ 1, r /+=6-  1, y=6-  2, r /=6+ 1. So 
F1(6,6 - 2,6 + 1),-~F1(6 - 2,6 + 2,6 - 1). Obviously, F~(6,6 - 2,6 + 1) is not 
isomorphic to F1(6 - 2,6 + 2,6 - 1). 
Case 4: If X = 7 + 3, Y = r/' + 4, then the results are similar to Case 3. [] 
Lemma 2. (a) I f  (x,y,z)~_ Ui~l{( i  + 2,i,i + 2), (i,i + 1,i + 3)} and F2(x,y,z),,~ 
F2(x', y',z'). Then F2(x, y,z)  ~- F2(x', y',z'). 
(b) I f  i>>.l, then F2(i + 2,i,i + 2),.~F2(i,i + 1, i+3)  and F2(i + 2,i,i + 2) is not 
isomorphic to F2(i,i + 1,i + 3). 
Proof. Suppose F2(x, y, z) ,,~ F2(x', y', z'). Since 
Q(F2(x, y, z), w) = -w x+4 - w x+y+z - w z+3 - w y+3 - w y+2 - w z+2 
-{- w y+I  + w z+l  "~- w x + w y -~- w z + 2w 3 + 3w 2 + w,  
Q(F2(x', y ' ,z ' ) ,w)  = -w  x'+4 - w x'+r'+z' - w z'+3 - w y '+3 - w y '+2 - w z '+z  
+w y'+I +w z '+ l+w x '+w y '+w z '+2w 3+3w 2+w,  
Q(F2(x, y,z ), w) = Q(F2(x', y',z'),  w ), 
we have 
_W x+4 _ W z+3 _ wY+ 3 _ wY+ 2 _ wZ+2 + W y+I  -+- W z+l  + W x + W y + W z 
= _W x '+4 _ wZ'+3 _ wY '+3 _ W j+2 _ wZt+2 + W y '+I  + W z~+l 
+ w x' + w y' + w z'. (4) 
Because the highest degree A of the left-hand side of (4) is equal to the highest 
degree B of the right-hand side of (4), and A may be x + 4 or z + 3, B may be x' + 4 
or z ~ + 3, there are 4 cases to be considered. 
Case 1: If A =x  + 4, B =x'  + 4, then x =x  ~. From (4), we have 
_W z+3 _ W y+3 _ wY+ 2 _ wZ+ 2 q-  w y+I  + W z+l  + W y + W z 
= _w zt+3 _ wY~+3 _ wY '+ 2 _ wZt+2 _~_ W y+I  _~_ W zt+l  _~_ W y' _~ W zt 
Comparing the least degrees of both the sides of the above formula, we have y = y~ 
and z = z' (because x + y + z = x' + y' + z'). 
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Case 2: I fA  =z  + 3,B=z '  + 3, then z=z ' .  Comparing the least degree of both the 
sides of (4), we have min{x,y} = {x',y'}. Since x + y + z =x '  + y '  + z', we have 
x + y =x '+ y'  and {x, y} = {x', y'} (as two multisets). From [2, Theorem 3], we have 
F2(x, y,z ) ~- F2(x', J , z ' )  
Case 3: I f  A -- x + 4, B = z' + 3, then z' = x + 1. Let z be the least degree of the 
left-hand side of (4). Let ~ be the least degree of the right-hand side of (4). z may 
be x or y, ~ may be x / or J .  There are 4 subcases to be considered. 
Case 3.1: I f  z=x ,  ~=x', then x=x' ,  and we obtain y=y ' ,  z=z '  (as we do in 
Case 1 ). 
Case 3.2: I f  z = y and ~ = y',  then y = y'. From (4), we have 
__W x+4 _ W z+3 __ wZ+ 2 + W z+l + W x + W z 
.~ __wX'+ 4 _ wz '  +3 _ wZ'+2 _ wz '  +l _j¢_ W x~ + W z'. 
Comparing the least degrees of the two sides of the above formula, we have 
min{x,z} = min{x',z'}. Since x + y + z =x '  + y'  + z', we have x + z =x '  + z' and 
{x,z} = {x',z'}. From [2, Theorem 3], we have F2(x,y,z) ~- F2(x',y',z'). 
Case 3.3: I f  z =x  and ¢ = y ,  then x = y .  As x + y + z = x' + y' + z' and z' = x + 1, 
we have x '= y+z-x -1 .  Since the term w z+3 does exist in the left-hand side of (4), 
we have z+3~<x+4,  i.e., z<~x + 1 and y<~x + 1. 
Case 3.3.1: I f  y<x + 1, then y<~x. Thus z=x-=-y=J ,  and so F2(x,y,z) ~- 
F2(x',y',z') (Case 3.2). 
Case 3.3.2: I f  y =x  + 1, then x' =z,  y '  =x  and z'-=-x + 1. Thus (4) becomes 
W x+4 + W z+3 .+. W z+2 + W x+l =wX+2 + W TM + W z+4 + W x+3. 
So we have x - - z  and x =x ' .  Since y' =x =x', we have x = y -1 .  Thus y '= y -1  ~ y. 
This is a contradiction (Case 3.1). Thus Case 3.3.2 does not exist. 
Case 3.4: I f  z-- -y and ~=x' ,  then y=x' .  We claim that y '~x '  + 4. Suppose 
y '=x '+4.  S incez '=x+l ,x '=y  andx '+y '+z '=x+y+z,  we have y '=z-  1. 
Thus z -  1 - -y=y + 4. So we have z=y + 5. I f  x ' , J , z '  and z are replaced by 
y, y + 4,x + 1 and y + 5 respectively, then (4) becomes 
W y+I ,~, W y+6 + W x -~- W y+5 ~ W y+4 + W y+6 + W x+3 
~_ W y+5 -.[- W x+2 + W y+4 + W x+l + W y+8 + W y+3 + W y+2. 
Comparing the least degrees of both the sides of the above formula, we get a contra- 
diction. Thus y '  Cx '  +4,  and so the term w y' does exist on the right-hand side of (4). 
Hence y'  ~>x'. 
Case 3.4.1: I f  y '  : -x ' ,  then y '= y, and we have F2(x, y,z) ~ F2(x', y' ,z')  (Case 3.2). 
Case 3.4.2: I f y '>x ' ,  then y>y.  Thus z '=x+l ,  x l=y,  y=z-1 .  So (4)becomes 
W y+I + W z+l d- W x -~- W y+4 + W z+l + W x+3 
= W x+2 + W z - I  + W x+l + W z+3 + W y+3 q- W y+2. (5) 
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The term w y+1 does exist on the left-hand side of  (5). So w y+I does exist on 
the right-hand side of  (5). Since y%x, y%x+ 1 and y~z+2,  wy+l is not equal 
to wX+l,w x+2 or w z+3. Thus w y+I =w z-~. So z=y+2,  and (5) becomes 
W x -~- W x+3 .~- W y+4 -~- W y+3 ~ W x+2 -~ W x+l ..~ W y+5 ..~ wY +2. 
So we have x = y + 2. Since 
x~=y, y '=y+ l , z~=y+3,  x=y+2,  z=y+2,  
we have F2(y+2,y ,y+2)~F2(y ,y+ 1,y + 3). Note that F2(y+2,y ,y+2)  is not 
isomorphic to F2(y, y + 1, y + 3). 
Case 4: I fA=z+ 3 and B=x ~ +4,  then the results are the same as Case 3. [] 
Lenuna 3. I f  Fa(a,e)~F3(a',e'), then F3(o',~) ~ F3(a',e').  
Proof. Since 
Q(F3(a,e),w) = -(w ~+2 + w ~+3 + w ~+3 + w ~+2 + w 2 + w 3 + w ~+e) 
+ 3w + w 2 + w ~ + w ~ + 3w 2 + W 3 @ W a+l -~- W e+l, 
Q(F3( t r ' ,e ' ) ,  w)  = - (w tr/+2 --}- w e' +3 + w tr'+3 --~ w e' +2 --~ w 2 Jr- w 3 a t- w cs' +e' ) 
+ 3w + w 2 + w ~' + w e' + 3w 2 q- W 3 --~ W tr'+l "1- W e'+l, 
Q(F3(tr, e), w) = Q(F3(a', e'), w), 
we have 
__Wa+ 2 __ We+ 3 __ Wa+ 3 __ We+2 q- W tr q- W e -.[. W a+l ..~ W e+l 
= - -W tr'+2 -- W t'+3 --  W ~r'+3 --  W e'+2 + W a' "{- W e: Jc W a'+l  "~- W e'+l .  (6) 
Comparing the least degrees of  both the sides of  (6), we have s=e ' ,  and 
SO O '=d/ .  [ ]  
4. The main theorems and their proofs 
Let 
1 if x=y,  
6x, y= 0 i f x~y.  
Theorem 1. (a) I f  (6,? ,r / )¢ Ui~2{(2,i ,3),  (i,2,i + 1), (i + 1,i - 1,i + 2), 
(i - 1,i + 3,i)} U {(2,5,2), (3, 1,4)}, then Fl(f ,y,r/)  is chromatically unique. 
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(b) (F1(2,i,3)}={Fl(2,i,3), F2(1,4,i)}, i~>4, i¢6 ;  
(Fl(i,2,i+ l))={Fl(i ,2,i+ l),F2(1,i, i+2)}, i>~2, i ¢4 ;  
(F1(j,j - 2,j + 1)) = {FI(j,j - 2,j + 1), Fx(j - 2, j  + 2,j  - 1)}, 
(F1(2, 3, 3 )) = {F1(2,3,3), F2(1,3,4)}; 
(F~ (2, 6, 3 )) = {F~ (4, 2, 5 ), F1(2,6,3), F1(1,4,6)}; 
(FI(2,5,2)) = {Fl(2, 5,2), F2(4, 1,4)}; 
(F~(3, 1,4)) = {F1(3, 1,4), F~(1, 5,2), F3(5,3)}. 
j~>5; 
Proof. Let [wi]p(G) denote the coefficient of the term w i in (w+ 1 )2P(G, w+ 1 ), where 
w = 2-1  and P(G, 2) is the chromatic polynomial of G. We use [1, Table 2] to calculate 
[wi]P(G) in this paper. First, we compare the chromatic polynomials of F1 and F2. 
If IE(F1)I # Ig(F2)l, where IE(X)I denotes the number of edges of the graph X, then 
F1 is not chromaticlly equivalent to F2. Thus we may suppose IE(F~) I= IE(F2)I =m. 
Since 
[w2]P(FI ) - - (_1)  m-1 q- (-1)m-267,1 + ( -  1)m--266,1 -q- (-- 1)m--26q, l, 
[w2]P(F2) =2( -1)  m-1 + (-1)m-26x, 1 + (-1)m-26y, 1+ (-1)m-2 6z, l, 
Fl is not chromatically equivalent to F2 if the condition 7/> 2, r/i> 6 i> 2, x = 1, z/> y ~> 2 
or the condition 7~>2, r/~>61>2, y= 1, z~>3, x~>2 does not hold. Thus we only 
consider the following two cases. 
Case 1: If 7~>2, r/~>~i>2, x= 1 and z>.y>.2, then we have 
[w3]P(F1)= ( -1 )  m-I + ( -  1)m-36,~,2 + (-1)m-367, 2 -q- ( -  1)m-36~,2, 
[w3]p(F2) =2( -1)  m-3 + ( -  1)m-36z,2 + (-1)m-36y,2. 
Case 1.1: If x= l ,  y=2 and z=2,  then we have 6+7 + r /=x+y +z=5 
(as IE(F1)I = IE (F2) I ) .  Thus [w3]p(F1 ) # [w3]p(F2) and so P(FI ) CP(F2). 
Case 1.2: If x= 1, y=2,  z>~3, 3=7=2 and r/~>3, then we have 
[w4]p(Fl ) = ( -  1 )m-46r/,3 -'l- 2( -  1 )rn-2, 
[w4]e(F2) = (-- 1)m-46z,3 + 3(--1) m-2. 
If r/= z = 3 or r/, z/> 4, then P(F1 ) ~ P(F2). 
If q = 3, z/> 4, then 
(w + 1)2p(Fl(Z,2,3),w + 1)= (w + 1)2p(F2(1,2,4),w + 1) 
= W 12 - -  2w 8 + w 7 - w 6 "-1- 3W 4 -- 3W 3 -- W 2 + 2W. 
Thus Fl(2,2,3),-~F2(1,2,4). Note that F1(2,2,3) is not isomorphic to F2(1,2,4). 
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Case 1.3: I f  x - -1 ,  y=2,  z>~3, 6=r /=2 and 7~>3, then we have 
[w4]p(FI ) = ( -  1 )m-4 + (__ 1 )m-46~,,3 , 
[w4]p(F2 ) = 3( -  1 )m-2. 
y=2,  z~>3 and Cases 1.2 and 1.3 do not hold, then 
Thus P(FI ) # e(Y2). 
Case 1.4: I f  x= 1, 
P(F1 ) # P(F2). 
Case 1.5: I f  x= 1, z>>.y~3, 6=2 and 7,r/>~3, then we have 
[w4]p(F1) = (-1) "-4 + ( -1 )m-4~y,3  --[- ( - l )m-a~q,3 ,  
[w4]p(F2 ) = ( -  1 )m-4~z, 3 --[- ( -  1 )m-4¢~y,3 + 2( -  1 )m--2. 
Case 1.5.1: I f z=y=3,  then P(F1)#P(F2). 
Case 1.5.2: I fz>~4, y=3 and y-~3 or r /#3,  then P(F1)#P(F2). 
Case 1.5.3: I fz~>4, y=3 and y=r /=3,  then z=4.  We have 
(w + 1)2p(F1(2,3,3),w + 1) 
= (w+ 1)2p(F2(1,3,4),w+ 1)
= W 13 -- W 9 "~- W 8 -- 2W 7 -k- W 6 d- 2w 5 - 3w 4 d- 2w 3 d- w 2 - 2w. 
Thus F1(2,3,3) ~F2(1,3,4) .  Note that F1(2,3,3) is not isomorphic to F2(1,3,4). 
Case 1.5.4: I fz~>y>~4 and y=q=3 or 7,r/>~4, then P(F1)#P(F2). 
Case 1.5.5: I fz>~y~>4, y=3,  q>~4, then we have 
[wS]P(F1 ) = ( -  1 )m-56,,4 + 2( -  1 )m-3, 
[w 5 ]P(F2 ) = ( -  1 )m - 5 6z, 4 + ( -  1 )m - 5 6y, 4. 
AS [E(FI )[ = [E(F2)], we have 6+~l+y =x+y+z,  i.e., 2+3+r /= 1 +y+z.  I f  y =z  = 4, 
then r /= 4. Thus [wS]P(F1 ) # [wS]P(F2), and so P(F1 ) # P(F2). 
Case 1.5.6: I fz~>y>~4, y>~4 and q=3,  then we have 
[wS]P(Fl ) = ( -  1 )m-5~.f, 4 --[- ( -  1 )m-3, 
[wS]P(F2) = ( -  1 )m-5~y,4 --[- ( -  1 )m-56z, 4. 
I f  7 = 4 and z >i 5, then P(F1 ) # P(F2). 
I f  y = 4, z = 4 and y = 4, then we have 
(w + 1)2P(Fl(2,4,3),w + 1) 
= (w+ 1)2P(F2(1,4,4),w+ 1)
= w 14 - w 1° - 2w 8 + 2w 7 q- w 6 - 2w 5 + 2w 4 - 2w 3 -- w 2 "-~ 2W. 
Thus FI(2,4,3)"~F2(1,4,4).  Note that F1(2,4,3) is not isomorphic to F2(1,4,4). 
I f  y>~5 and z>>,y>~5 or z=y=4,  then P(F1)#P(F2). 
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If 7t>5, y=4 and z~>5, then y=z.  Let ~=z=i .  By calculation, we have 
(w + 1)2p(F1(2,i,3),w + 1) 
= (w+ 1)2p(F2(1,4,i),w+ 1) 
: W 10+i -- W i+6 - -  W i+4 "a t- W i+3 + W i+2 - -  W i+l  + (-- 1 )i+3w8 
+ ( - 1 )i+4w7 --~ ( -  1 )i+5w5 + 2( -  1 )i+6w4 + 2(-  l )i+7w3 
+ ( -  1 )i+9w2 + 2(-  1 )/+l°w. 
Thus FI(2,i,3)NF2(1,4,i). Note that F1(2,i,3) is not isomorphic to F2(1,4,i). 
Case 1.6: I fx= l ,  z>>.y~3, 7=2 and n>>.6>>.3, then z~>4 (as IE(F1)I=IE(F2)[) 
and 
[w4]p(F1 ) = ( -  1 )m-4 + (_ 1 m-4 ) ¢$6,3 + (--1)m-4~,3 + (--1) m-2, 
[w4]p(F2) = m-4 (--1) t~y,3 + 2(-1)  m-2. 
Case 1.6.1: If y = 3 and q = 3 = 3 or q ~> 3t> 4, then P(F1 ) ~ P(F2). 
Case 1.6.2: If y=3,  6=3 and r/~>4, then z~>5 (as IE(F1)I = ]E(F2)I) and 
[wS]P(F1 ) = m-5 ( - -  1 ) (~tl,4 , [wS]P(F2) = ( -  1 )m-3. 
If q 1> 5, then P(F1 ) ~ P(F2). 
If r/= 4, then we have 
(w + 1)2p(Fl(3,2,4),w + 1) 
= (w+ 1)2p(F2(1,3,5),w+ 1)
: w 14-w l °+w 9-w 8 -w 6 -w 5+3w 4-2w 3 -w 2+2w. 
Thus F1(3,2,4)~Fz(1,3,5). Note that F1(3,2,4) is not isomorphic to F2(1,3,5). 
Case 1.6.3: If y>~4 and q=3 or 6=3,  then P(F1)¢P(Fz).  
Case 1.6.4: If y~>4 and r/~>6>~4, then we may assume without loss of generality 
that z>>.y>~i>>.4, rl>~tS>>.i. As [E(F~)[ = [E(F2)[, we have z>>.i + 1. Thus 
[wi+l]p(F1) ----(-1)m-i-I 6a, i + ( -  1)m-i-I 3n.i + (-1)m-5 6i,5, 
[wi+l]p(FZ) = t l ~m-i-l'~ m-5 I ,-- I vy, i + (--1) 6i, 5. 
Case 1.6.4,1: If y=i  and cS=rl=i or rl>~cS>>.i + 1, then P(F1)~P(F2). 
Case 1.6.4.2: If y=i  and r />6=i ,  then z>~i + 1. Therefore 
[wi+Z]p(F1 ) m--i - -2 ) ~i,4, =(-1)  t~q,i+ 1 +(--1 m-5 
[wi+2]P(F2) = ( -  1 )m-i + (_ 1)m-56i,4. 
If  ~/i> i + 2 or r /= i + 1, z /> i + 3, then P(F1 ) ~ P(F2). 
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I f  r /= i  + 1, z= i  + 2, then 
(w + 1)2p(Fl(i,2, i + 1),w + 1) 
---- (w + 1)2p(F2(1,i,i + 2),w + 1) 
~--- W 2i+8 -- W 2i+4 ÷ ( - -  1 )i+lwi+6 ÷ ( - -  1)iw i+5 ÷ ( -  1 )iwi+2 
÷( - - l ) i+ lw TM -- W 6 ÷ 2W 4 -- 2W 3 -- W 2 ÷ 2W. 
Thus Fl(i,2,i + 1)~F2(1,i , i  + 2). Note that Fl(i,2,i + 1) is not isomorphic to 
F2(1,i,i ÷ 2). 
Case 1.6.4.3: I f  y>~i+ 1 and 6=i ,  then P(F1)7~P(F2). 
Case 1.6.4.4: I f  y>.i + 1 and 6>~i + 1, then turn to the general assumption. 
Case 1.7: I f  x= 1 and z>>.y>>.3 and Case 1.5 and Case 1.6 do not hold, then 
P(F1 ) 7 ~ P(F2 ). 
Case 2: I f  ~>2,  q>~6>>.2, y= 1, z>~3 and x~>2, then we have 
[w3]p(F1 ) = (_  m-3 m-3 m-3 1) 6~,2 + ( -1 )  h~,2 + ( -1 )  67,2 +( -1 )  m-l, 
[w3]p(F2) rn-3 =(-1)  6x ,2÷3( -1 )  m-3. 
Case 2.1: I f  x = 2 and ~ >~ 3 or q ~> 3, then P(F1 ) ¢ P(F2). 
Case 2.2: I f  x=2 and 6=7=t /=2,  then z=3.  Obviously, F1(2 ,2 ,2 )~ F2(2, 1,3). 
Case 2.3: I fx>~3, 7>~3 and 6=r /=2,  then we have 
1 ~r.-46 [w4]p(Fl)=(-1)m-4 ÷(  - ) 7,3, 
[w4]p(f2) __ m-4 - - ( - -1 )  ~x,3 ÷ ( - -1)m-4~z,3 ÷ ( - -1 )  m-2. 
Case 2.3.1: I f  x=3 and z=3,  then P(F1)7~P(F2). 
Case 2.3.2: I f  x=3 and z~>4 or x~>4 and z=3,  then ~>~4. Thus [w4]p(F1) 
[w4]p(F2) and P(F1 ) ¢ P(F2). 
Case 2.3.3: I fx>~4 and z~>4, then we have 
[wS]e(F1 ) = ( -  1)m-3, 
[wS]P(F2) rn-5 =(-1)  (~x,a÷(--1)m-5(}z,4÷(--1)m-4. 
I f  X >/5 or z/> 5, then P(F1 ) ¢ P(F2). 
I f  x = z = 4, then 7 = 5. By calculation, we have 
(w + 1)2P(Fl(Z,5,2),w ÷ 1) 
= (w ÷ 1)2P(F2(4, 1,4),w ÷ 1) 
= w TM -- w 1° ÷ w 9 -- w 8 ÷ w 7 ÷ w 6 -- w 5 ÷ w 4 -- 3w 3 -- w 2 ÷ 2w. 
Thus F1(2,5 ,2)~Fz(4 ,  1,4). Note that F1(2,5,2) is not isomorphic to F2(4, 1,4). 
Case 2.4: I fx~>3, q~>3, ~=~=2,  y=l  and z~>3, then we have 
[w4]p( F1 ) = ( -  1 m-4 ) ~.3 ÷ 2(--1) m-2, 
[w4]p(F2) __ m--4 m--4 - ( -1)  ,~x,3+(-1) ,~z,3+(-1) "-2. 
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Case 2.4.1: If  ~/= 3 and x ¢ 3 or z ¢ 3, then P(F1 ) ~ P(F2 ). 
Case 2.4.2: If r /=x=z=3,  then F1(2,2,3) ~ F2(3, 1,3). 
Case 2.4.3: If q~>4 and x=z=3 or x,z>,4, then P(F1)¢P(F2). 
Case 2.4.4: If r/~>4, x=3 and z=4,  then P(F1)¢P(F2) as the number of 5-cycles 
in Fl(2,2,r/) is not equal to the number of 5-cycles in F2(3, 1,z). 
Case 2.4.5: If  q~>4, x>~4 and z=3,  then x=r / .  Obviously, Fl(2,2,r/) -- F2(x, 1,3). 
Case 2.5: If x>_-3 and Cases 2.3 and 2.4 do not hold, then P(FI)¢P(F2). 
We now compare the chromatic polynomials of Fa and F3. We also suppose 
[E(FI )1 -- [E(F3 )1 = m. Since 
[w2]p(FI ) = ( -  1 )"-266, ~ + ( -  1 )m-26~, 1"~ (-- 1 )m-26q, 1q'- ( - -  1 )m-l, 
[w2]p(F3 ) -~ O, 
there are 4 cases to be considered. 
Case 1: I fy=l  and r/:>6>~2, then t/~>~>3 as y+6~>4.  
Case 1.1: If r />6>3,  then Fl(a, l , r / )  is chromatically unique (see [1]). Since 
Fl(6, 1,~/) is not isomorphic to F3, P(FI(6, 1,q) )#P(F3) .  
Case 1.2: If r /= c5 = 3, then 
[w4]P(F~ (3, 1, 3)) = 2( -  1 )m-4, 
[w4]P(F3(4, 3)) = ( -  1 )m-4. 
Thus P(FI ) # P(F3 ). 
Case 1.3: If 6=3 and q~>4, then 
[w4lP(Fl ) = ( -  1 )m-4, 
[w4]p(F3 ) = ( -  1 )m-4~$a,3 + ( -  1 )m-3c$~,3. 
Case 1.3.1: If a=~=-3  or a,e/>4, then P(F1)~P(F3). 
Case 1.3.2: If  a>e=3,  then cry>5. We have 
[wS]P(Fl(3, 1, n)) = ( -  1)r'-56~,4, 
[w5]p(F3(ty, 3 )) = ( -  1 )m-3. 
If r/t> 5, then P(F1 ) ~ P(F3 ). 
If t/---- 4, then a = 5. We have 
(w + 1)2P(Fl(3, 1,4),w + 1) 
= (w+ 1)2P(F3(5,3),w+ 1) 
= w 18 + 2w 9 _ w 8 _ w 5 + w 4 _ 2w 3 _ w 2 Jr 2W. 
Thus Fl(3, 1,4) :-,F3(5,3). Note that Fl(3, 1,4) is not isomorphic to F3(5, 3). 
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Case 1.4: If r/=6>~4, 7= 1, a~>5 and e~>3, then we have 
[w4]p(F1 ) = 0, 
[w4]e(F3)~-( -1)  m-3 + ( - -1)m--4~e,  3. 
If e >14, then P(F1 ) ¢ P(F3). 
If e=3,  then a~>6, and so P(F1)¢P(F3) as [wS]P(F1)¢ [wS]e(F3). 
Case 2: If 6=1,  7f>3 and r/>~3, then F1(1,7,r/) is chromatically unique by 
[1, Theorem 6]. Thus P(F1)7~P(F3). 
Case 3: If 6 = 1, y >/3 and r/= 2, then we have two subcases. 
Case 3.1: If 7=a~>3 and e=3,  then Fa(1,7,2) ~ F3(a,3). 
Case 3.2: If e>~4, then we have 
[w4]e(F1 ) = (-- 1 )m--4 .~_ (__ 1 )m-4~7,3, 
[w4]p(F3 ) = O. 
Thus we have P(Fa ) ¢ P(F3 ). 
Case 4: If Cases 1- 3 do not hold, then [w2]P(F1 ) ¢ [w2]P(F3). Thus P(F1 ) 7 ~ P(F3). 
In general, if (6,7,r/) satisfies the condition of (a), then F1(6,7,r/) is of type (1). It 
follows from Lemma 1 that F1(f,7,r/) is chromatically unique. Using these results and 
Lemma 1, part (b) can be proved. [] 
Theorem 2. (a) I f  (x,y,z)(_ {(4, 1,4), (1,3,4)} U U~=4{1,4,i)} U Ui~=2{(1,i,i + 2)} U 
U~l{( i  + 2, i,i + 2),(i,i + 1,i + 3)}, then F2(x,y,z) is chromatically unique. 
(b) (F2(1,4,i))={Fl(2,i,3), F2(1,4,i)}, i~>4, i7~6; 
(F2(1,i,i+2))={Fl(i,2,i+ l),F2(1,i, i+2)}, i>~3, i~4;  
(F2(i,i+ l , i+ 3))={F2(i+ 2,i,i+ 2), F2(i,i+ l , i+ 3)}, i/>2; 
(F2(1,3,4)) = {F1(2,3,3), F2(1,3,4)}; 
(F2(4, 1,4)) = {F1(2,5,2), F2(4, 1,4)}; 
(F2(1,4,6)) = {F1(2,6,2), F~(4,2,5), F2(1,4,6)}; 
(F2(1,2,4)) = {Ft(2,2,3), F2(1,2,4), F2(3, 1,3)}. 
Proof. As 
[w2]P(F2)=2(-1) m-1 + (-1)m-26x, 1+ (-1)~-26y, 1+ (-1)m-26~,1, 
[w 2 ]P(F3 ) = 0 
and z>~y>~l, x>~l, x + y>>,3, y + z>~4, we have [w2]p(F2)7~[w2]p(F3), and so 
P(F2 ) ¢ P(F3 ). 
Theorem 2 now follows from this result, Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 and its proof. [] 
Finally, we have the following result which follows from Lemma 3, Theorem 1 and 
its proof, and Theorem 2 and its proof. 
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Theorem 3. (a ) / f  (a, e) ~ (5, 3), then F3(a, e) is chromatically unique. 
(b) (F3(5,3)) = (F1(3, 1,4), F~(1,5,2), F3(5,3)}. 
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